Exploring in-vehicle Time-Sensitive Network scheduling based on formal requirements

Description

With the increasing number of automotive software and evolving hardware architecture, the design of modern automotive systems has become increasingly complex. To tackle this complexity, the automotive industry is turning to model-based system engineering, which employs formally described system information to enable automated system analysis, including verification and validation.

This study focuses on exploring design alternatives of Time-Sensitive Network (TSN) scheduling based on formal requirements. Solving the scheduling problem is a challenging task involving various system properties and requirements. Currently, engineers encode such problem manually and use state-of-the-art solvers to identify design alternatives. However, the process of writing mathematical formulations is complex and prone to errors. In our previous work, we propose an automated approach to solve the resource allocation problem by generating mathematical formulations from formal system model descriptions, enabling engineers to explore design alternatives in a more efficient and accurate way. In this study, we shall extend this approach for TSN scheduling [1].

Tasks

- Literature review on TSN and current methods.
- Design models to describe TSN scheduling problem.
- Select proper language to formally express TSN-related requirements.
- Implement transformations from formal requirements to optimization models.
- Select and integrate state-of-the-art solvers.
- Design realistic TSN scenarios for the demonstration.
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